Diwali Hamper

contains:
2 DIY reusable Rangoli
2 Upcycled Bandhanwar
4 Plantable Diyas
DIY Rangoli Kits

Each kit contains:
- 2 big yellow flowers
- 2 medium pink flowers
- 1 small flower
- 6 leaves

The hamper contains 2 complete kits.

The pieces can be placed in multiple configurations to create rangolis on the floor, window ledge or table top decor.
Plantable Diyas

these diyas can be planted after use, and will grow into beautiful plants like calendula, wheatgrass, sunflowers & marigolds.
Upcycled Bandhanwars

Each bandhanwar has:
- 5 organza flowers
- 42” long

We have multiple color and print options.

Our bandhanwars are made with upcycled organza flowers. Each of these flowers are painstakingly hand made by our self reliance team.
each hamper is priced at ₹ 650 only
(we can ship pan India*)

all items are available for individual sale also

For Kolkata:  
Puja  +91 9831713504  
Ananya  +91 9831364696

For Pan India:  
Abhimanyu  +91 9830949702  
Varshita  +91 9051955504

*delivery charges will be additional
You can also add:

1. PLANTS

2. SWEETS & SAVOURIES

3. MICROGREENS KIT